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---------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT------------------------------------------------------------ 

In today's on-demand  business process ingesting a large volume of data  that  is big data,  becoming a very 

important concept in digitalization  word, storage of data is increasing and quick development in cloud 

computing is on demand. Many  growing  companies  have  jumped  a variety of data  that  are structured, 

unstructured and  semi-structured. They do not contain  the table and a key model like a traditional 

relational database which is lack data  consistency and  can't  reach internet scalable  and  performance. 

To  overcome  these  challenges  new  databases are known  as NoSQL  Databases.  Now a  day's  

applications  have  become  more networked and  social, and  the  number of data requests is also 

increasing,  thus  NoSQL  databases are preferred rather than  the  traditional database. It  is very 

challenging that  which NoSQL model to use and how it is suitable for an organization's needs and how to 

retrieve a huge  number of  data  in  minimum  response  time.  Retrieving  quick  data  in  NoSQL  that  is 

improve  the  query optimization  techniques  is a recent research area. The main  idea of this paper is to 

give a review  of the NoSQL database, different models, query processing, and query optimization  

techniques that can be used for improving performance and reducing response time. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Big data is one of the most demanding eras in 

information technology (IT). In today's technologies such 

as cloud computing, the main goal is to store and retrieving 

of data at the minimum response time and maximize 

throughput. For many decades, Relational Database 

Management System (RDBMS) is being considered the 

bests' solution for storing and retrieving data but now a 

day's continuous development of the Internet and big 

data, various types of applications have emerged, which 

made new challenges in the database technology. It 

requires storing and processing a huge number of data. 

Especially in large scale and high concurrency 

applications, such as social applications like Facebook, 

Twitter, etc. For storing, processing, and working with 

big data, we need a dynamic distribution storage system. 

Therefore, to efficiently store and manage the distributed 

big data system named NoSQL stands for "Not Only SQL" 

became more popular in today's developing scenario. 

 

NoSQL (Not Only SQL) is a non-relational database that 

does not require a fixed schema. NoSQL is good at 

dealing with  a  huge  amount  of  data  involved  in  big  

data.  The purpose of using a NoSQL database is for 

distributed storage of data to the handling of parallel 

processing. NoSQL is mainly based on horizontal 

scalability and without any failure. NoSQL shifted from 

ACID property into BASE (Basically Available, Soft state, 

and Eventually Consistent) along with CAP theorem which 

stands for consistency, availability and partition 

tolerance[1]. Which provide two of these three 

characteristics either availability and partitioning 

(AP), or consistency and availability (CA) or availability 

and partitioning (AP). The usage of a NoSQL database is 

for processing a huge number of data effectively and 

high performance when reading and writing data. The 

volume of data  is  huge  so  the  security and  

performance issues  are major challenges in NoSQL 

Database. 

 

The paper has been divided in following sections. 

Section2 describe the various NoSQL data model in 

detail. Section 3 discuss the query processing and query 

optimization techniques in NoSQL. Section 4 is analysis 

section here we compare data model and analyzed 

various techniques used in literature survey with its 

advantages and limitation. In finally Section  5  we  

conclude  the  work  by  providing  further research 

objectives and future scope 

 

II.   NOSQL DATA MODELS 

NoSQL provides  flexible  schemas  and  scale-out  

feature using open source software, easily with large 

amounts of data with high user loads. Data model of 

traditional database are mainly relational, specifically to 

support associated class operations and ACID 

transactions, but in the NoSQL database support CAP 

theorem [1], have following types of data model. 
 

2.1  Key-value store 

2.2  Column-oriented database 

2.3  Document store 

2.4  Graph database 
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2.1  Key-value  store data are stored and retrieved 

using key–value pair that is uniquely identified 

record, shown in (Fig.1). It is used to quickly 

find the data within database. It is designed to 

handle lots of data and heavy load. The value can 

be a JSON (Java script orientation notation), 

BLOB (Binary Large Objects), string, etc. It can 

be used for storing session information, user 

profile. 

Example :Redis, Riak and Amazon’s 

DynamoDB. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.    Key value store 
 

 

2.2  Column  oriented  are  also  known as  wide-

column store. Data store as column families 

contains rows and columns shown in (Fig 3). 

Each row can have many 

/different columns associated with a row key 

shown in (Fig.   2).   This   makes   for   faster   

access   during read/write operations. High 

performance on aggregate queries like SUM, 

COUNT, AVG, MIN. We can use it for content 

management system, log aggregation, catalog, etc. 

Example : Cassandra, Hbase, amazon DynamoDB. 

 
 

 

Fig. 2. Column value 
 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 3. Data in column family [21] 
 

 

2.3  Document  base  is  an  extension  to  the  key  

value stores NoSQL databases. Databases are 

designed to store, retrieve and manage the 

document-oriented information. Data store in 

semi-structure format like XML, JSON (Java 

script orientation notation) shown 

in [Fig 4]. We use it for real time analysis, 

Amazon searching 

Example : Amazon SimpleDB, CouchDB, 

MongoDB. 

 
Fig. 4. Document base 

 

 

2.4  Graph base  database is a collection of 

edges and node as shown in (Fig 5).It stores 

entities as well the relations amongst those 

entities. The entity is stored as a node with 

the relationship as edges. An edge gives a 

relationship between nodes. Every node and 

edge have a unique identifier. Graph base 

databases mostly  used   for social   networks, 

logistics, whether forecast. 

Example : Neo4J, OrientDB 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Graph based 
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III.   QUERY PROCESSING AND QUERY 

OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES 
Query processing and optimization are the important 

factors of the database management system. The main 

function of query processor is to translate the query in a 

high level language into low level language. There are 

various ways to execute the same query, but the main 

aim is to reduce the execution time when the data is in 

large volume. The optimizer is require to examine the 

factor like joining the table,   number   of   rows   retrieve  

using   join   table   and algorithm to be deploy for 

performing the join. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.    Process of query optimization 

 

Query Optimization is the process of selecting an 

efficient execution plan for evaluating the query. After 

parsing query is passed to the query optimizer. The query 

optimizer parses the query binding the other tables, join 

the table, applies the optimization techniques, and finally 

gets desired result with minimized response time[10]. 

 

In this paper, we discussed the various techniques used 

to optimize the query for searching data to minimize the 

response time. 

 

3.1  Query Optimization Techniques. 
 

 

• Bloom filter 
 

A Bloom filter is a probabilistic data structure that 

allow to quick filtering of rows that cannot be joined 

before they would reach the join operator. Cassandra 

merges data on SSTable(disk) with data in mamtable 

(RAM). It improves the performance because irrelevant 

block do not have to be read.it is useful for queries and 

applied for numeric and non- numeric data.it is used for 

primary key and indexing. Bloom filter can only support 

lookup queries, not for range queries [13][14].  Google  

Chrome  web  browser  and  Gmail  use bloom filter for 

identify the malicious URL and check whether the user 

name is already taken or not for billions of username 

respectively. 
 

•Hashing 

Hashing is the techniques that allows to search location 

of data without using index structure. It is used to 

search a specific data faster using special hash key. 

There are two type of hashing that is static and 

dynamic. Hashing is best for large database. Hash 

function is used one way hashing algorithm and hash 

cannot be converted into original key. 

• Indexing 

Indexing is the most powerful feature to speed up the 

execution  of   query.  Query  optimizer  uses  indexes  

to generate an execution plan when we preparing a DML 

statement. The value in index store in rowid of the 

physical data location in the database which is help 

for fast data retrieval. The following point to use the 

index in table for improve the retrieval of data is 
 

─  Joining columns of the tables. 

─ Columns uses ORDER BY 

clause. 

─ Columns uses WHERE 

clause. 

Following Index are used for query optimization are bit-

map index, hash index, function based index, LSM 

index,B-tree index[13-15]. 

 

─ Bit-map index : Bit-map index are basically used for 

low cardinality columns, which have distinct value. 

This techniques is used for huge database and most 

frequently used in query with WHERE clause[14]. 

 

─ Hash Index : It is commonly used in data 

management. 

Hash index are used in primary key or unique 

identifier like email address, empno etc.The benefit of 

hash index is for fast searching and insertion of data. 

They work by splitting data in small chunk and then 

storing them. When you search data within database, it 

is much faster than other. 

 

─ Function based Index: function based index is used to 

create when we use functions or expression. Function- 

based indexes can involve multiple columns, 

arithmetic expressions. In that case function based 

indexing are used where index maintain the data values 

after using the function over the column[14]. 

Example:         create index emp_idx on 

employee(UPPER(ename)); 

 

─ LSM Tree Index : A Log Structured Merge Tree 

(LSM- tree) index is used for high insert volume 

such as write heavy workload. It is optimized to 

perform the sequential write.it  is  used  for  

Cassandra,  BigTable  and RocksDB[13]. 

 

─ B-Tree : B-tree is a data structure that provide to 

store and searching of data. It is highly capable of 

storage huge number of data. The B-tree simplify the 

binary serach tree by allowing node with more than 

two children. It provide an efficient way to insert and 

searching of data. Database use both B-tree and B+-

tree together to store the data. B- tree is used for 

indexing and B+-tree is used to store the actual record 

and searching for sequential searching[13][14]. 

 

• Sharding 

Sharding is the process of distributing data in different 

server.  MongoDB  support  sharding  for  horizontal 

scalability. Types of sharding are range sharding, hash 
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sharding and group sharding[16].sharding is method of 

storing data across many server. Many Nosql database 

offer auto sharding. Each shard read and write its own 

data.

 

• Partitioning 

Partitioning is the concept of distributing data into 

different node instead of a single node. The purpose of 

partitioning is to reduce the query load, improve 

scalability and performance. Partitioning is to spread 

data so that execution can be distributed across the 

various nodes and improve the read performance. The 

different types of partitioning are horizontal partitioning 

(sharding), vertical partitioning, and functional 

partitioning shown in fig 7. [12][14]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Methods of partitioning 
 

 

─ Horizontal Partition : Horizontal Partition is also 

called sharding. Each partition is a separate data 

store but same schema. Each partition is also call as 

shard and it holds a specific data such as all order 

for specific set of customer. For example customer 

having name [A-H] have one shard and [I-Z] have 

another shard. It is use to reduce the traffic and 

improve the performance. Horizontal partition 

have three different types that are Range, Hash and 

Random. 

 

─ Vertical Partition: In this partition, each partition 

holds subset of fields for item in the data store. For 

doing partition ,fetching item that are frequently used 

in one partition and less frequently access in 

another partition. For example in product table, 

product id, product name, description and price that 

are frequently used is in one partition. Stock and 

order date are separated by other partition which are 

not used frequently. The advantages of  vertical  

partition  are  that  reduces  the  concurrent access. 

There are two type of vertical partitioning shown in 

fig. 7 that is Optimal approach and Heuristic approach 

 

─ Functional Partition: Functional partitioning is used 

to improve the isolation and data access performance. 

Another use is to separate read and write data from 

read only database. For example Inventory data is 

separated by customer data. 
 

IV.   ANALYSIS 

The presented survey paper is analysed NoSQL data 

model and various optimization techniques. According 

to the table 

1 about the comparison between Cassandra and 

MongoDB and table 2 is listed various query 

optimization techniques used in various literature 

survey. 

 

Table 1.Comparison between Cassandra, MongoDB 

Query CQL JSON 

Performance Best Better 

CAP Theorem AP CP 

Consistency Eventual consistency Eventual 

consistency 

Atomicity Single Column 

(multicolumn updates 

may cause dirty 

writes) 

Single Document 

Key customer Twitter, Instagram, 

Netflix 

Catalogue 

performance, 

eBay, Google, 

Cisco, SAP 

Technique[26] Partitioning Sharding 

Uses Use for concurrent 

read and write 

operation 

Use for XML data 
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Techniques Advantages Limitation 

Bloom Filter 

[9-11] 

[13][1

5] 

High performance and 

Accuracy. 

Low complexity 

and low cost. 

Searching of data 

with less amount of 

time. 

It does not 

support deletion. 

Hashing[2][9] 

[11][13][16][ 

18] 

Best use for large 

dataset. 

Use hash key 

for searching 

data in 

dataset. 

It provides better 

synchronization 

than other data 

It does not 

allowed for 

null value. 

Index[4][6][7

] 

[9][11] [13- 

15][17][18] 

Use to increase the 

efficiency for 

searching 

mechanism. 

Use primary index 

and secondary 

It required extra 

space 

for 

indexin

g. 

Partition[4][5

] 

[9] [11-

16] [19] 

Improve the 

scalability 

and optimize 

the 

Scan all tables 

when find the 

data 

Sharding 

[15][16][17] 

Use to apply 

horizontal 

scalability and 

high availability. 

Increase the 

power 

consumption 

and complexity 

of 

data  

  

 

Table 2.Various Techniques for query optimization 

 

Fig. 8. Graph analysis according to Table [2] 

 

According to the table [1] Cassandra perform better than 

MongoDB [15][16][19] and table[2] summarized that 

partition and indexing techniques are good for query 

optimization[16-20] as shown in above graph analysis Fig 8. 

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a systematic review of query 

optimization in NoSQL and basic information about the 

query optimization process. This paper introduces the 

requirement of the NoSQL database, their different data 

model,  and  techniques  like  indexing,  partitioning, 

replication, and query processing were discussed. This 

type of survey understands how big data were stored in a 

NoSQL data model as per customer needs. Discuss the 

comparison between MongoDB and Cassandra 

databases using various properties.  Cassandra  performs  

a  better  result  than MongoDB databases for the query 

optimization process. Discuss some optimization 

techniques were list for quick response time with the 

benefits and weaknesses regarding the selected query 

optimization techniques have been investigated. 

According to these techniques indexing and partitioning 

is best for quick response time. Both approaches improve  

the  retrieval  performance.  Therefore,  future research 

may consider to develop an ensemble model for swarm 

optimization algorithm using optimization techniques in  

the  Cassandra  dataset  and  improve  the  concurrency 

control mechanisms. 
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